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Abstract. Dependable performance measurement is a common requirement for all on-line services. The ongoing tendency to outsource not only
infrastructure, but also software parts to several suppliers, creates a new
challenge to providers. Traditional solutions cannot easily monitor service performance as perceived by end users, since providers do not have
control over all hardware/software involved. Our research focuses on evaluating how data passively collected from network devices can be used to
verify end-to-end service performance. Our goal is to compare this approach with current methods used to monitor distributed services. Given
the constant mutation of applications on the Internet, as well as the fast
increase of the number of users, we are looking for ﬂexible and scalable
solutions.
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1

Introduction

Services provides always depend on some measurement system to monitor the
performance of their services. The common goal of all providers is to detect
and to solve problems before their users are aﬀected. From the perspective of
end-users, the performance of an application is the combination of the performance of all software and infrastructure involved, including servers, network
and client machines [1]. Providers usually monitor the health of their services
both by collecting as much information as possible from existing activity on
their infrastructure (passive measurement) and by regularly probing their services to inspect a set of performance metrics (active measurement) [2]. Protocols
like SNMP [3], RMON-2 [4], Syslog [5], and NetFlow [6] are some of the most
employed solutions in those situations.
The ongoing tendency to outsource not only infrastructure, but also software
parts to several suppliers, creates a new challenge to providers. Although services
like Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) [7] (which oﬀers a virtual
computing environment) and Google Apps [8] (which oﬀers on-line messaging
and collaboration applications) create new possibilities to providers, they also
make more diﬃcult to measure and to control the performance of services, especially when only parts are deployed in such environments. In those situations,
traditional monitoring solutions are no longer easy to implement for several reasons, as for example:
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1. Providers have neither control over all hardware/software delivering their
service nor access to client machines: Providers will not have the same monitoring tools that they have in their own data centre. Although a contract
may stipulate quality limits, measurements are normally done by the supplier. Likewise, even in strict environments, like in an enterprise network,
client devices may be uncontrollable or not ﬂexible enough to receive parts
of the monitoring solution.
2. Server environments are decentralised, applications have multiple instances
running on clusters, and capacity can be adjusted via virtualisation: If a
service is running on a virtual environment with dynamic capacity, agents
collecting parameters in the virtual server may be useless. In the same way,
few active probes will not give a correct overview of the performance if the
service has several replicas running on clusters.
3. Active approaches become excessively intrusive or application specific in those
scenarios: The main weaknesses of active approaches are ampliﬁed in highly
distributed environments. For example, the amount of probes required to
check performance metrics of services running on those environments can
easy become prohibitive. Besides, some other solutions, like embedding performance metrics into application data, are application speciﬁc.
4. Scalability of the measurement solution is even more critical : Since services are distributed across several suppliers, measurement data must travel
through the network. As the number of users increase, the impact of the
measurement system on the normal operation becomes more critical.
Our research focuses on evaluating solutions for performance monitoring of services in those highly distributed environments. Given the weaknesses of traditional approaches on such environments, our research is based on the following
three assumptions:
1. Measurements must come from few sources, and a single collector device is
desirable: We are assuming that there are a few concentration points from
where providers can watch the activity of their users. For example, edge
routers in an enterprise/campus network. In that case, we avoid the complexity of having several instances of the monitoring solution distributed
throughout the network, as well as the uncertainty of measurements in virtual environments.
2. Measurement structure must be robust, flexible and scalable: We are assuming that communication patterns on the network, represented by network
ﬂows, can provide enough information to extract end-to-end performance
metrics. Network ﬂows are already widely used to monitor high speed networks because of scalability concerns. In addition, we are assuming that the
deﬁnition of a ﬂow is adjustable, giving us ﬂexibility to monitor heterogeneous applications.
3. Standard solutions are preferable: Instead of proposing a completely new architecture, we are interested in evaluating how standard solutions can be
applied in a special situation. Since we are dealing with network ﬂows, IPFIX [9] is the natural choice as a starting point. It is important to note
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that quality of service is a target application of IPFIX. However, end-to-end
service monitoring, as deﬁned for example in the RMON2 APP-MIB [1] is
not addressed in IPFIX standard [10].

2

Hypothesis and Research Questions

Our hypothesis is that most of the metrics used today to indicate end-to-end
performance of services could be calculated or satisfactorily estimated from network ﬂows. In order to verify that hypothesis, we formulated our main research
question as follows:
– How to monitor service performance based on network flow information?
Given the limitations of current approaches described in the previous section,
we split our main research question in the following four embedded questions:
– How to identify services by their network flow patterns?
The traﬃc generated by Internet applications is constantly mutating. Invariant
properties that summarise all communication in a network are desirable, but
diﬃcult to deﬁne [11]. In order to extract performance metrics from network
ﬂow data, we have to connect user actions with a set of ﬂows [10]. Additionally,
our solution should not be limited to few applications or speciﬁc versions. As an
example, in [12] network ﬂows are used to monitor applications, but this solution
is only valid for one type of application (SIP protocol). We are interested in
methods that automatically identify Internet traﬃc, as for example some of the
techniques presented in [2].
– How to extract service performance metrics from flow data?
Once we have identiﬁed the ﬂows generated by a user action, we have to extract
performance metrics from them. In order to answer this question, we have to
deﬁne the performance metrics of interest. The RMON2 APP-MIB [1] will be our
starting point for that. The ongoing work presented in [13], which shows methods
to extract basic performance metrics from ﬂow data, will also be considered in
our research.
– How would the proposed solution perform in real environments?
Several aspects of real networks can unfavourably aﬀect our solution. For example, background traﬃc, data lost, tunnelling and data encryption are major
hurdles for our proposal. In order to overcome those hurdles, we intend to use
data from real networks to develop and to evaluate our solution.
– How would the proposed solution perform when compared to other approaches?
In Section 1, we have identiﬁed some of the main weaknesses of current solutions
in the studied scenario. We want to compare our solution to current approaches
and verify if those weaknesses are satisfactory overcome by our proposal.
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Summary

We are researching the use of network ﬂows for scalable service performance
monitoring in highly distribute environments. Our goal is to extract end-to-end
performance metrics from network ﬂow data, and to compare this solution with
current approaches. We are planning to check our results through experimental
validation both in controlled environments, like small laboratory experiments,
and in large scale environments, like our campus network.
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